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Partner experience a profound philosophical shift when they become 

parents.   Through guided dialogue, couples have the opportunity to 

express these changes in perspective, as well as their developing thoughts, 

dreams and hopes about creating a family life together. The idea of shared 

meaning and values is explored.  

We explore ways for couples to combine and channel these important 

visions into daily family life. 

The way we were parented can also influence our own parenting ideas and 

approach. Guided exercises and discussion will move couples toward 

making conscious parenting choices that incorporate personal history, 

cultivating the good and leaving the bad behind. 

 
The Moving through Times together Workshops for Couples help couples 
develop the resiliency required to meet the intense physical and emotional 
challenges of parenting.  
 

Each two-hour workshop provides couples with relationship strengthening 
strategies and information, as well as ways to develop into a great parenting 
team. 
  

The workshops also provide new and expectant parents opportunities to meet 
other couples going through this important and exciting life transition. 

Iwona Gerner is a certified Gottman Educator authorized to lead 

workshops for new and expecting parents. The Program can also be 

incorporated into individual and couples therapy 

Finding Shared Meaning and Values 
 

Honoring the Past: How You Were Parented;   
                       How You Hope to Parent 


